
 
Join Me in Bringing True Conservative Values Back to House District 128! 

 

Dear Friends and Family: 

 

I am excited to announce my candidacy for Texas State Representative in House District 128. 

This decision didn't come lightly; it stems from witnessing the ongoing neglect by career 

politicians more focused on serving elite systems than the constituents like you and me. The time 

is ripe for change, for a voice that genuinely represents our concerns, aspirations, and Real 

Conservative Values. That's where I aim to step in, with your invaluable support. 

 

We've seen our current representation, led by House Representative Briscoe Cain, make 

decisions and alliances that don't align with our district's conservative principles. From 

questionable fundraising activities and misleading claims about legislative achievements, to the 

unwarranted attempt to impeach Attorney General Ken Paxton, it's clear that our district's needs 

are being sidestepped for political play. 

 

But politics shouldn't be a game, especially when our children's education, our safety, property 

rights, and fundamental freedoms are at stake. That's why my campaign will focus on: 

 

Border Security: We need definitive action, including closing the border, completing the wall, 

designating cartels as terrorist organizations, and enacting policies that ensure our safety and 

sovereignty. 

 

Human Trafficking: We need to stop human trafficking. We need to work with advocates and 

law enforcement and introduce bills with stricter penalties that will hold traffickers accountable 

and work on getting victims services that are needed. 

 

Education: It's high time we pass school choice in Texas and provide parents the authority to 

make educational decisions for their children, free from government overreach. 

 



Infrastructure Issues: From fixing our energy grid to preventing catastrophic flooding and 

addressing overpriced home insurance rates, our district needs focused attention and effective 

solutions. 

 

Parental Rights: I stand for medical freedom and the rights of parents to make informed 

decisions about their children's health, education, and wellbeing. 

 

Accountable Governance: One of my first actions will be to introduce legislation for term 

limits because serving the public should be an honor, not a lifelong career. 

 

My pledge to you, to our district, is simple: I will be your voice, your representative who listens, 

and your conservative champion in the truest sense. I believe in team-building, problem-solving, 

and working cohesively with local leaders to bring about real, tangible change to improve the 

quality of life in HD128. 

 

However, this journey, filled with challenges and battles, cannot be embarked upon alone. I need 

you by my side. Your support, your counsel, your enthusiasm, and your vote are the fuel that will 

drive this campaign forward. Together, we can usher in the leadership our district deserves. 

 

Please join me in this vital cause. Whether it's volunteering, spreading the word, or contributing 

to the campaign, your involvement is the cornerstone of this movement. You can learn more 

about my mission and how you can help at Bianca for Texas | Influencer Grassroot Activist. 

 

Visit Donate (biancafortexas.com) and make your contribution of $25, $50, $100, $500, or 

$1000 to fuel our campaign or sign up to volunteer or place a sign in your yard. 

 

Thank you for being a beacon of support and for believing in a future where our representatives 

truly represent us. I am excited about what we can accomplish together for House District 128 

and for the great state of Texas. 

 

In service and gratitude, 

 

Bianca Gracia 

Bianca for Texas 

Candidate for TX HD128 

 

https://biancafortexas.com/
https://biancafortexas.com/donate

